
I found a horse in a sunlit field, lying on its side. Not really              
doing anything. Just breathing. I’d never seen a wild         
horse before. There were no farms anywhere around. It         
was summer, I think. Not that it matters. One of the           
horse’s rear legs was disintegrating. Pieces of it kept         
flaking off and drifting apart. Disappearing into the still air          
with an agonizing slowness. It was so quiet you could          
hear it. It sounded a bit like an hourglass. It sounded a bit             
like the times when I lay in bed as a kid, trying my best to               
cry silently so no one would hear me, but no matter what I             
did, it was never actually silent. Over half of the horse’s           
leg had disappeared. The obliteration had reached its        
thigh. I looked into the horse’s eye as it lay there on its             
side and saw black doubt. I saw the brittle dust of           
shadows at the edges of a spotlight. At first I thought, it            
makes sense that it’s scared. But then I realized I was just            
seeing myself reflected in a horse’s eye. I wondered what          
would happen when its leg had disappeared. Would the         
dissolving continue up thru its body? Would the entire         
horse disappear, given enough time? How much time        
does it take to dissolve an entire horse? I kept thinking of            
word problems. Algebra I. They don’t teach you these         
things in school. I couldn’t tell if the horse was in pain.            
Even if it wasn’t, it wasn’t getting up ever again. Its leg            
was gone. I remembered seeing in movies how if a horse           
breaks its leg, yr supposed to put it down. 



I didn’t have a gun. I didn’t have anything. I looked           
around, but it was an empty sunlit field. All I found was a             
giant rock. It was kind of heavy. Would it be big enough to             
crush a horse’s skull? Was I strong enough to cleanly kill           
a horse with a giant rock? Or would I just make it worse?             
I’m terrible at math. I looked the horse in the eye again. I             
couldn’t tell what it thought of me. Did it care that I was             
there? Would it rather be alone in its pain? Did it care? Or             
was it just a big stupid animal? I really didn’t know a            
damn thing. I raised the giant rock above my head, and I            
saw myself reflected in the horse’s eye. It didn’t react to           
what I was doing. It just kept breathing. It probably didn’t           
understand what I was doing. It probably didn’t        
understand what I meant to do. I mean, horses don’t even           
have hands. I stood there with the giant rock for a very            
long time. I didn’t know anything about the horse. Its leg           
kept slowly disintegrating, and it sounded like a ghost. My          
arms were getting tired. “Is this what you want?” I asked           
the horse. But the damn thing never answered me. 

DO THIS FOR 
ME. 


